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Project purpose

Some people living on low income may not be able to meet their 
financial product, service and advice (‘financial services’) needs 
through mainstream financial institutions, driving them to seek 
alternatives that could be high-cost and/or unsafe. This group is 
sometimes referred to as the ‘underbanked’.

In order to deepen our understanding of the experiences and 
challenges for those who are underbanked, we developed a 
research framework and sought to answer six research 
questions.
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Research framework

Research methods

• Focus groups with 
underbanked clients (n=41)

• Interviews with service 
providers (n=3)

• Secondary research on 
underbanked people, payday 
lending, and financial service 
solutions

Research questions 
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1. What are the ‘financial service’ needs of 
underbanked people?

2. Which traditional ‘financial services’ are 
being accessed? What costs are incurred?

3. Which non-traditional financial institutions 
are being used? What financial services are 
being accessed? What costs are incurred?

4. What are the experiences/journeys of 
people accessing traditional or non-
traditional financial institutions (e.g. banks, 
credit unions, payday lenders, etc.)?

5. What other financial empowerment 
intervention needs are identified?

6. What are some financial service solutions 
to the problems and challenges identified 
above that could be developed and tested 
with LEF clients?

Limitations

Recruitment challenges: 30 of 41 
participants (73%) were newcomer 
women, and only 25 of 41 (61%) 
were underbanked. Secondary 
research was used to supplement 
and validate focus group data.



Underbanked people – definition

Underbanked people have chequing or saving accounts 
with traditional banks – but also rely on non-traditional 

financial institutions on a regular basis. 

These alternative services may include non-bank 
money orders, cheque-cashing services, 

payday loans, rent-to-own, etc. 
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Source: Beard, M. P. (2010). In-depth: Reaching the unbanked and underbanked. 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.



Underbanked people in Canada

At the Causeway Community Finance Fund, they learned more about underbanked 
people when they tried to support people accessing payday loans:
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Source: Causeway Community Finance Fund. (2018). The Causeway Community Finance 
Fund - One Year Later, Part Two.

“During our first year of operation, we were surprised to learn that every 
single person we met with actually had a bank account.

They were all banked. 

The biggest reason that that they ended up getting caught in the payday 
lending debt trap was not because they were frivolous with their money 

or even that they had a large unexpected expense and no savings to cover 
it, but because they were underbanked and lacked access to [affordable] 

credit and basic banking options.”

https://www.causewayfinancefund.org/


Stats on underbanked people in Canada

According to Dr. Jerry Buckland at the University of Winnipeg: 

Staff at traditional financial institutions* said: it appears accurate that 3-5% of adults 
and 8-16% of adults living on low income do not have a bank account in Canada.

However, there is no current, definitive data about underbanked Canadians.
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Source: Buckland, J. (2011). Passing the buck? Examining Canadian banks approaches to 
financial exclusion. University of Winnipeg.
*Dr. Buckland conducted interviews with 13 staff from financial institutions in 2009 and 
asked them about financial exclusion.

“It is often stated that approximately 3% of Canadian adults are 
unbanked, having no bank account, but that this share rises for people 

with low-income, […] Being underbanked, having insufficient bank 
services is a tougher concept to measure.”

https://mscollege.ca/about.php?s=faculty&id=515


Payday lending – definition

“A payday loan is an unsecured short-term loan to meet 
unexpected cash needs. When used for short-term cash 

needs, a payday loan is convenient and economical, 
but it is inappropriate to use for long-term 

or continuing cash needs.”
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Source: Kobzar (2012). Networking on the margins: The regulation of payday lending in 
Canada. University of Toronto. 



In Ontario…
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Source: Causeway Community Finance Fund. (2018). 
The Causeway Community Finance Fund - One Year Later, Part One.



Payday lending in Ontario

“Payday loans generally cater to 
individuals who are unable to 
access traditional sources of credit 
like bank loans or credit cards due 
to a poor or limited credit history.” 

“Ontario’s payday lending industry 
is composed of a mix of several 
large lenders with many storefronts 
and a large number of small 
lenders.” 
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Source: Deloitte. (2014). Strengthening Ontario’s Payday Loans Act: 
Payday lending panel findings and recommendations report. Payday Lending Panel. 



Payday loan users in Canada

“The Financial Consumer Agency of Canada conducted a national survey of 
1,500 Canadian payday loan users to inform the Agency’s approach to 
educating consumers on the costs of, and alternatives to, payday loans.

They found:
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Source: FCAC (2016). Payday Loans - Market trends. Government of Canada.

27% said a bank or 
credit union would 

not lend them 
money 

15% said they did 
not have time to get 
a loan from a bank 

or credit union 

13% said they did 
not want to get 

money from a bank 
or credit union 

55% said payday 
lending offered the 

best customer 
service 

90% said payday 
lending was the 
fastest or most 

convenient option 

74% said payday 
lending was the 

best option 
available to them.

https://www.canada.ca/en/financial-consumer-agency.html


Client journey through traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Client journeys through financial institutions.’



Client journey through non-traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Client journeys through financial institutions.’



Perspectives on traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’



Perspectives on traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’



Perspectives on non-traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’



Perspectives on non-traditional FIs
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’



Financial service solutions
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A number of financial product and service solutions were found through 
secondary sources. These innovative solutions, listed below, are designed 
with underbanked people in mind and can help migrate people into 
traditional financial relationships that may be safer.

1. Improve banking infrastructure and products in a holistic way

a. Increase access to ‘basic banking services’ such as: chequing and savings 
accounts, overdraft protection, access to ATMs, and cheque-cashing services

b. Increase access to credit through safe, low-interest loans

c. Provide or link to additional supports such as financial literacy and education, 
entrepreneurship development, and community supports (housing, social 
assistance and disability support, employment, and credit counselling)

Sources: 
• Causeway Community Finance Fund. (2018). 

The Causeway Community Finance Fund - One Year Later, Part One.
• FCAC (2016). Payday Loans - Market trends. Government of Canada.



Financial service solutions
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2. Provide more accessible services

a. Provide services in all neighbourhoods, maintaining convenient hours and 
providing language support on site

b. Use alternative consumer reports (utility/lease/bill statements) for people 
with poor or no credit history

3. Provide pre-paid debit and credit cards

a. Provide prepaid, reloadable debit and credit cards that are linked to 
mobile platforms to help people conduct basic banking services

b. Load employees’ pay onto payroll cards that are not tied to a bank account to 
prevent fees

4. Provide better communication with underbanked people

a. Find effective distribution strategies to reach underbanked customers 
through adapting current infrastructure or new branch models/strategies

Sources: 
• Bruno-Britz, M. (2006). Targeting the unbanked/underbanked with the right 

solutions. Information Week.
• Center for Financial Service Innovation. Highlights from the 2nd annual underbanked 

financial services forum. 



Moving forward
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’

Financial institutions should research and invest in products and services 
that people have identified on their own, such as: financial literacy and 
coaching to improve knowledge and habits, better consumer protection 
and regulations for institutions, and savings and credit building financial 
products to help people build and grow their finances.



Moving forward
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions’

Financial institutions and researchers may make a lot of assumptions 
about people’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviours. Only after talking to 
people do we recognize that there are mixed feelings about traditional 
and non-traditional financial institutions. People's perspectives are not 
black and white. Additional research should use qualitative methods to 
uncover rich narratives and behavioural insights.



Moving forward
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Source: Infographic, ‘Mixed feelings: Individual perspectives about 
financial institutions.’

We wanted to find statistics and additional data on underbanked people 
in Canada and the issues they face; however, there were not enough 
sources to support generalizable claims. A national survey on 
underbanked people and their experiences would help us find out more 
about who they are, what they experience in their journey through 
financial institutions, and how to design services and products that can 
be tested with the right people and at the right time.
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